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SUMMARY 

Schlieren photographs have been compiled of the two-dimensional flow 
at transonic speeds past 37 airfoils having variously shaped profiles, 
some of which are related and vary in thickness and camber. The data for 
these airfoils were analyzed to provide basic information on the flow 
changes involved and to determine factors affecting transonic-flow attach
ment, which is a transition from separated to unseparated flow at the 
leading edges of two-dimensional airfoils at fixed angles of attack as 
the subsonic Mach number is increased. 

INTRODUCTION 

A transition from separated to unseparated flow on two-dimensional 
airfoils at fixed angles of attack was observed in some previous tests 
(refs. 1 and 2) at subsonic speeds as the Mach number was increased, 
and this transition is referred to herein as the transonic-flow attach
ment. This phenomenon, or effects of it, has been observed in tests 
of wings at supersonic speeds (ref. 3) and in investigations of two
dimensional unsteady flow at transonic speeds (ref . 4). Additional, but 
uncorrelated, information has been obtained in various investigations 
such as reference 5. Also, the flow change was discussed briefly in 
reference 6 . 

Previous work has shown that not only do undesirable force and 
moment changes occur at transonic-flow attachment (refs. 1 and 5) but 
also the attachment can be accompanied by unsteady flows (ref. 4). A 
study of the factors affecting this flow change has, therefore, been 
undertaken . 

A compilation was made of data on 37 related and miscellaneous 
shapes of two-dimensional airfoils tested at angles of attack from 00 
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to 120 under comparable conditions. These data were analyzed to provide a 
better understanding of the flow change involved in transonic-flow attach
ment and of the factors affecting the change. 
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SYMBOLS 

pressure coefficient, 
(Local static pressure) - (Free-stream static pressure) 

(Free-stream dynamic pressure) 

chord of airfoil 

design section lift coeffi·cient (incompressible) 

section pitching-moment coefficient measured about quarter
chord axis 

section normal-force coefficient 

free-stream Mach number uncorrected for jet-boundary effects 

leading-edge radius 

maximum thickness of airfoil 

distance along chord 

ordinate of camber line 

angle of attack, deg 

a, - arc tan(dYc) 
dx 0.075c 

attitude of forebody 

Subscripts: 

att 

cr 

f 

I 

condition for transonic-flow attachment 

critical, corresponding to MI = 1.0 

flow-field measurements from static-pressure orifices in 
tunnel wall at end of model 

local, as on model surface 
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APPARATUS 

Previous attempts to correlate data from various two-dimensional 
transonic facilities have indicated that numerical differences exist 
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in an unsystematic manner because of various factors involved in the 
tests. These factors are Reynolds number, humidity, tunnel-boundary 
conditions, and testing techni~ues. As a conse~uence, it was considered 
desirable that the compilation be made from results obtained in facilities 
that were closely related even though they had different test-section con
figurations. The facilities at the Langley Laboratory from which data 
for two-dimensional models were available are shown in figure 1. 

The Langley rectangular high-speed tunnel (ref. 1) was a two
dimensional closed-throat facility utilizing compressed air in an induc
tion jet to induce atmospheric air to flow through the 4- by lS-inch test 
section. (See fig. l(a).) The data from this facility were subject to 
moisture-condensation effects, to choking of the flow, and to jet
boundary corrections. The jet-boundary corrections produced a corrected 
Mach number higher than the indicated value. The Reynolds number in this 
tunnel at a Mach number of O.S for a 4-inch-chord model was approximately 

6 1.2 X 10 . 

The closed-throat tunnel was revised into a two-dimensional open
throat version (fig. l(b)) having a 4- by 19-inch test section. (See 
ref. 5.) This facility utilized the induction nozzle to induce air to 
flow through the test section but was housed within a room in order to 
alleviate the humidity or condensation problems to some extent. (See 
ref. 7.) The open boundaries above and below the model changed the 
magnitude and direction of the jet-boundary effects and eliminated the 
usual choking restriction. (See ref. 5.) The Mach number correction 
for jet-boundary effects for this facility was indicated in reference 5 
to be small. 

In order to eliminate the condensation problem, the tunnel shown 
in figure l(b) was revised to operate on the blowdown principle from 
compressed dry air (dewpoint of _60 0 F) as shown in figure l(c). (See 
ref. 7.) Although the stagnation pressure in this version could be 
varied from 15 to 32 lb/s~ in. abs, the tests were usually conducted 
at a stagnation pressure of 20 lb/s~ in. abs. The corresponding Reynolds 
number at a Mach number of 0.8 on a 4-inch-chord model was approximately 
2 X 106 . 

The maximum Mach number limitation of 1.0 in the semiopen tunnel was 
overcome by constructing a transonic version with slotted walls above and 
below the model as shown in figures l(d) and l(e). The test section was 
4 inches by 19 inches. This transonic facility, the Langley airfoil test 
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apparatus, could be operated at stagnation pressures from about 22 
to 40 lb/ sq in. abs. Tests were usually conducted on 4-inch-chord models 
at a stagnation pressure of 26 lb/ sq in. abs and a Reynolds number of 

2. B X 106 at a Mach number of o.B. 

The comparison of data from the closed-throat tunnel (fig. l(a)) 
with data from the revised facility (figs. l(b) to l(e)) is subject to 
error because of the difference in magnitude and direction of ·the jet
boundary corrections which, for an incompressible flow, are as follows: 

Jet-boundary Closed throat Open throat correction 

Mcorrected 1.012 Mtest ~ Mtest 

acorrected ~est + 0.09cn ~est - 1. 85cn 

The source of a more serious error is the effect of choking on the 
flow in the closed-throat tunnel. Because of the close proximity of the 
Mach numbers for flow attachment and for choldng, some of the published 
data from tests in the closed-throat tunnel (fig. l(a)) are not presented. 
Data presented herein are uncorrected and are in accordance with published 
results from these facilities because no reliable means of correcting the 
data exists. (See refs. 1 and 5.) 

MODELS 

The airfoil shapes included in this compilation of data are presented 
in table I. The shapes include symmetrical-wedge and circular-arc pro
files, flat plates with rounded leading edges (ref. B), NACA 16-series 
a irfoils (ref. 9), NACA 6-series airfoils (ref. 10), 6-digit-series air
foils (ref. 11), and high-lift airfoils (ref. 12). Additional information 
on the leading-edge radius and the facility in which the airfoils having 
rounded leading edges were tested is presented in table II. The chord 
length of each model was 4 inches except for the 13-W-6 . 6 and 
20-W-10 models (table I). These models were made by cutting off portions 
of the 10-W-5 model. 

- --- --------------------------------------------------
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

General Description of Flow Change 

Figure 2, which is from reference 1, shows the flow past a double
wedge airfoil (referred to as lS-(70)(03)-(70)(03) in ref. 1 and as 
6-W-7 herein) at various subsonic Mach numbers in the test facility 
shown in figure l(a). Transition is observed from separated flow at 
Mach numbers below 0. 75 to unseparated flow at Mach numbers of 0.77 and 
higher. The flow change that occurs at a Mach number of approximately 
0. 76 is called herein the transonic-flow attachment. This flowattach
ment was first observed in the facility shown in figure l(a) at high 
subsonic Mach numbers on airfoils having sharp leading edges or on the 
supersonic type of airfoils (ref. 1) as shown in figures 2 and 3. Fig
ure 4 (from ref. 1) shows that transonic-flow attachment also occurs on 
airfoils having rounded leading edges. 

Effect of Flow Change on Forces 

Force data on airfoils show a variation in the effects of the 
leading-edge transonic-flow attachment on the aerodynamic characteristics. 
(See refs. 1, 5, and 8.) The variations in effects extend from no change 
to a significant change (ref. 1). In all cases the direction of the 
change is the same for increasing Mach number at a constant angle of 
attack. The definite effects on lift are either a sudden large increase 
or the beginning of rapid increases in lift coefficient, independent of 
the location of the terminal shock (shock terminating the local supersonic
flow region) at flow attachment. For the moment coefficients, an abrupt 
increase in the positive direction occurs. The magnitude of the abrupt 
increase following flow attachment is naturally dependent on the location 
of the terminal shock . Data for a round-edged flat plate, taken from 
reference 8 and shown in figure 5, illustrate that the magnitude of the 
positive break in pitching moment generally increases with angle of 
attack, and the Mach number a t which the break occurs also increases with 
angle of attack. The lift-coefficient data at high angles of attack show 
the previously mentioned characteristic of a rapid increase in lift at 
flow attachment. The occurrence and magnitude of these force changes 
a ccompanying s trong overexpansion of the flow on the airfoil are con
s i dered undesirable. 

Factors Affecting Flow Attachment 

Explanation for flow attachment.- Several factors affect the flow 
around leading edges of airfoils, in general. In the low-speed range, 
an increa se in Mach number produces increases in the adverse pressure 
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gradient and, conse~uently, contributes to flow separation. A major 
factor affecting flow transition is shown later to be the origin and 
expansion of a region of supersonic flow above the surface of the model 
with increase in free-stream Mach number. Since pressures are propagated 
at the velocity of sound, a region of supersonic flow imposes an obstruc
tion to the forward propagation of pressures (ref. 13) and produces a 
large reduction in upwash approaching the leading edge (refs. 14 and 15). 
The reduction in upwash assists in eliminating flow separation from the 
leading edge. The growth of the supersonic region and the attainment 
of supersonic velocities in close proximity to the leading edge (for 
example, fig. 6) establishes a condition that permits a supersonic type 
of expansion to occur "around the corner" formed by the leading edge. 
This flow behavior, in its most simple concept, is similar to a Prandtl
Meyer turn. If the factors that affect flow transition are of sufficient 
magnitude, the separation at the leading edge is eliminated. On airfoils 
having sharp leading edges, however, a small bubble of separation remains 
at the leading edge as shown in figure 7 and also in figure 8 which are 
from reference 2. The flow around the bubble, and in many cases the flow 
around the rounded leading edges of conventional airfoils, overexpands and 
is directed toward the surface of the model. An obli~ue shock is, there
fore, re~uired to redirect the flow along the surface of the model. The 
foremost obli~ue shock that terminates above the model and is observed in 
some of the photographs of figures 2 to 4 and figure 6 is attributed to 
moisture condensation. This shock is identified and designated "con
densation" in figure 7. A transition in flow without benefit of upwash 
changes occurs with increase in Mach number at the abrupt bend in the 
surface of the double-wedge airfoil at the location of maximum thickness. 
(See fig. 9 .) 

General effects of airfoi~ shape.- The strength of the leading-edge 
flow phenomenon or of the transonic-flow attachment is used herein in 
order to define ~ualitatively one or more of the following flow charac
teristics involved in transonic-flow attachment: (1) severity or extent 
of leading-edge separation before attachment (figs. 2, 4, and 9) 
(2) extent or degree of overexpansion after attachment (fig. 6), 
(3) strength of the obli~ue shock resulting from overexpansion (figs. 4 
and 9 ), and (4) size of the field affected by the phenomenon (fig. 9 and 
ref. 1). 

The strength of the phenomenon, as indicated by the extent of 
separation at low speeds (fig. 9(a)) and by the size of the field 
affected after attachment (fig. 9(b)), is shown to weaken, and the 
phenomenon gradually fades out as the angle of attack is decreased. 
Figure 4 shows that the strength of the phenomenon, at a constant angle 
of atta ck of the airfoil, diminishes with increased bluntness of the 
leading edge of the airfoil. The decreased strength is shown by a 
decrea se in overexpansion and obli~ue-shock strength at Mach numbers 
above attachment that are accompanied by a decrease in the severity or 
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extent of separated flow at low speeds. Similar effects of leading-edge 
bluntness are illustrated in figure 10 (test facility shown in fig. l(b)) 
where an increase in bluntness is accomplished by increasing the ratio of 
thickness to chord. (The leading-edge radius is approximately propor
tional to the square of the thickness.) 

Bluntness itself, however, is not the major controlling factor. In 
figure 11 the flows (in the facility shown in figure l(b» past three air
foils having the same leading-edge shape and thickness distribution but 
different amounts of camber show that, at a fixed angle of attack, both 
the leading-edge separation decreases with increase in camber and the 
s trength of the flow attachment decreases with an increase in camber. 
(See ref. 8.) Figure 11 also shows that a decrease in angle of attack 
of a profile results in decreases in the strength of the phenomenon, as 
was shown in figure 9. Figure 11 SUbstantiates the previous findings 
that a decrease in low-speed separation is accompanied by decreases in 
high-speed overexpansion. 

Although the variety of flows shown in figure ll(a) is produced with
out changes in leading-edge bluntness, the flow changes are accompanied 
by decreases in the effective angles of attack of the leading edges. The 
large negative loads that occur on the leading edge of a highly cambered 
airfoil, as compared with the loads on an uncambered airfoil at the same 
nominal angle of attack, are evidence of the decreases in effective angle 
of attack. Further proof of the dependence of both low-speed separation 
and high-speed overexpansioh upon the same aerodynamic feature is provided 
in figure ll(b). The effective angle of attack of the leading edge of 
the various cambered airfoils shown in figure ll(b) is roughly constant, 
and the leading-edge flow separation is approximately of the same extent 
on all three models at low speeds. The attending development and strength 
of the transonic-flow attachment for the models is also approximately the 
same. 

These figures show that, for airfoil shapes conducive to extensive 
expansions of the flow around the leading edge, large overexpansions are 
produced at high speeds and subsequent large compressions are necessary. 

Exception to generalized flow.- An exception to the flow generalities 
presented herein is shown in figure 12 where a flow condition at high 
speeds duplicates that which was observed for other airfoils after 
transonic-flow attachment. This flow condition in figure 12, however, 
occurs on the lower surface of a cambered airfoil (NACA 64A506) at a low 
angle of attack but at positive lift and without any low-speed separation 
from that surface. (See refs. 5 and 15.) 

The modified transonic-flow attachment observed on the NACA 64A506 air
foil is produced by the principal contributing factor which is the develop
ment of a local region of supersonic flow previously mentioned. The 
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movement of the stagnation point around the leading edge in the direction 
of circulation (ref. 14) or the decrease in upwash that occurs on a 
lifting airfoil with increasing Mach number occurs here also. (See 
ref. 15.) In this case, however, the decreasing upwash is produced by 
the development of the supersonic region along the lower surface and is 
conducive to increasing the extent of the expansion of the flow around 
the leading edge onto the lower surface (ref. 15). The conse~uent pro
gressively increasing aerodynamic angle of attack of the lower surface 
with increasing Mach number permits a smooth transition from unseparated 
flow at low speeds to an overexpanded flow at high speeds. The flow 
changes in figure 12 are directly comparable to those at the leading edge 
of an airfoil subjected to continuous increases in angle of attack at a 
constant, but high, subsonic Mach number as illustrated by figure 13. 
(See also fig. 9.) 

The development of the supersonic region along the lower surface 
with increasing Mach number that produces additional increases in the 
expansion of the flow around the leading edge onto the lower surface must 
be accompanied by reductions in the extent of the expansions of the flow 
around the leading edge onto the upper surface. That these flowexpan
sions exist is shown in figure 14 by the reduction in the st~ength of the 
obli~ue shock at the leading edge with increasing Mach number and by the 
shock development on the lower surface. 

Effects of leading-edge. shape of slab airfoils. - The effects of 
angle of attack on flow attachment for a blunt 2-percent-thick airfoil 
(from ref. 8 ) are shown by schlieren photographs and by corresponding 
pressure distributions in figure 15. These data SUbstantiate the pre
vious statement concerning the increase in strength of flow attachment 
with an increase in angle of attack from 40 to 80 . 

An increase in the fineness ratio of the leading edge from 1:1 to 4:1 
produces an alleviation of the overexpansion at an angle of attack of 80 

for the attached flows (figs. 16 and 17). The pressure-distribution 
measurements for the slab profile with the 4:1 elliptical nose shape 
(fig. 16) indicate a gradual attachment, when compared with the abrupt 
attachment on the blunt profile (1:1). An increase in leading-edge 
fineness ratio to 10:1 caused the attachment to become even more gradual 
than was observed for the 4:1 leading edge. (See fig . 18 .) A reduction 
in the angle of attack to 40 retained the relative effects of leading
edge shape but also eliminated separation and subse~uent attachment on 
the sharpest leading edge (10:1) as indicated in figure 19. 

These data (figs. 2 to 19, primarily from investigations reported 
in refs. 1, 5, and 8) indicate that, as the degree or extent of flow 
separation at low speeds decreases, the overexpansion at high speeds 
decreases and the Mach number for flow attachment decreases. The data 
also show that, as the angle of attack is decreased for any given profile, 
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the transonic-flow attachment gradually fades out at some low angle of 
attack, and the Mach number for flow attachment becomes indeterminate. 

9 

Summary of effects of airfoil configuration.- The effects of thick
ness, shape, and camber on Mach numbers for transonic-flow attachment 
are presented in figures 20 to 22. Data presented in figures 20 and 21 
show the effect of angle of attack and thickness on the Mach number for 
flow attachment. The Mach number for attachment is used as a parameter 
since the presented data (figs. 2 to 19) show that strength or severity 
of attachment increases with Mach number. These data illustrate that, 
as the angle of attack is increased, the Mach number for flow attachment 
on the airfoil increases. Furthermore, at any given angle of attack, 
the Mach number for flow attachment decreases as the ratio of thickness 
to chord is increased. 

Data given for cambered airfoils in figure 22 show that the general 
effects of camber and thickness are similar. The effect of camber, how-

ever, is related to the attitude of the forebody ~ - arc tan(dyc) J 
[ dx 0.075c 

as shown in figure 22 and indicated by the discussion of figure 11. 

Data on a symmetrical double-wedge profile with 0, 25, and 50 percent 
of the afterbody removed (obtained from the test facility of fig. l(b) 
and given in fig. 23, and some data from ref. 16) indicated that the 
Mach number for attachment 1s dependent upon the forebody shape and that 
the afterbody of this elementary shape has no significant effect. Results 
from tests of sharp leading-edge airfoils (with various afterbody lengths 
and shapes from refs. 1, 16, and 17 ) presented in figures 20(d) and 21(b) 
show a decrease in the Mach number for flow attachment as the included 
angle of the leading edge increases, which is the same effect as that pro
duced by increases in the ratio of thickness to chord (figs. 20(a) 
to 20(c)). Thus, an increase in the leading-edge angle can be considered 
to be equivalent to an increase in the ratio of thickness to chord. 

The data on leading-edge fineness-ratio effects given in figure 21(d) 
show that an increase in the angle of attack of the slab airfoils is 
accompanied by an increase in the Mach number for flow attachment and, 
thus, the data are in agreement with the preceding results. The data, 
however, also show that an increase in the fineness ratio or sharpness 
of the leading edge produces a decrease in the Mach number for attachment. 
These results therefore appear to be in contradiction to the trend of 
the data from figures 2 to 12 and 21(a) to 21(c) which show the effects 
of thickness and of leading-edge angle. The apparent contradiction, how
ever, is based on the assumption that there is a continuous linear varia
tion of the effects of leading-edge shape throughout the range of leading
edge shapes covered by these data. The linearity or nonlinearity of 
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curves of the effects of leading-edge shape can be established by 
incompressible- and inviscid-flow theory. 

Correlation based on leading-edge shape.- The leading-edge shape is, 
to a first approximation, dependent upon the leading-edge radius. Since 
the data have indicated that high-speed overexpansion and Mach number for 
flow attachment correlate with the extent of the flow separation at low 
speeds, a simple index for flow separation was examined as a function of 
the leading-edge radius for symmetrical airfoils expressed in terms of 
the thickness. The occurrence of flow separation is a function of the 
maximum negative pressure coefficient. The variation of the maximum nega
tive pressure coefficients in incompressible flow at an angle of attack of 
40 with leading-edge radius index are presented in figure 24(a). The non
linear variation indicates that a moderately shaped nose, one that is 
neither blunt nor sharp, produces the lowest values of maximum negative 
pressure coefficient. The moderately shaped nose, therefore, is less 
likely to encounter flow separation. 

The Mach numbers for flow attachment for airfoils at an angle of 
attack of 40 are presented as a function of leading-edge-radius index in 
figure 24(b). (Data of fig. 24(b) are from refs. 1, 5, and 18 and from 
fig. 20.) These data show a nonlinear variation in the Mach number for 
a ttachment with the leading-edge-radius index that is similar to the 
variation of the results for a theoretical pressure distribution. The 
data from various investigations on the effect of leading-edge shape on 
Mach number for flow attachment and on overexpansion are, therefore, in 
agreement and indicate that an airfoil having a moderately shaped leading 
edge will alleviate separation and reduce the adverse effects of transonic
flow attachment. Similar trenas are shown by the data in figure 25 for 
angles of attack greater than 40 • 

The Mach numbers for attachment for the NACA 2-006 airfoil 

K %)1/2 = 0.366J are very high in figure 25. This airfoil with its 

maximum thickness near the 13-percent-chord station (ref. 12) represents 
a marked departure in shape from the other airfoils represented in fig
ure 25 and in table II. In addition, the leading-edge-radius index used 
(the abscissa) is too elementary to account for effects of marked changes 
in airfoil shape on the pressures and consequently on the Mach number for 
attachment. The index also does not fully account for the effects of 
change in the thickness-chord ratio between airfoils of different families, 
since in the analysis a trend was observed at an approximately constant 
index for the Mach number of attachment to decrease with increases in 
thickness-chord ratio and thereby to contribute to scatter in the data 
of figure 25 . 

Effect of testing techniques.- During the analysis, data for some 
models, such as the NACA 2-006 airfoil (fig. 25), were observed to deviate 
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considerably from the general trends; consequently, some tests originally 
made in the 4- by 19-inch semiopen tunnel (fig. l(c)) were rerun in the 
airfoil test apparatus (fig. l(d)). Comparisons of the Mach numbers for 
transonic-flow attachment obtained from the tests in the two different 
facilities showed agreement within ±0.02. (The accuracy in reading the 
Mach meter was ±0.01.) 

Some of the data represent tests on a given model at different den
sities that correspond to a twofold change in Reynolds number from mini-

mum values of 1.4 x 106 to 1.7 x 106 . These results showed that the 
changes in Reynolds number had no effect. Tests on models with roughness 
strips extending from the 5- to 10-percent-chord stations also showed no 
effect of change in Reynolds number. The roughness formed by No. 180 
carborundum grains increased the Mach number for attachment by about 0.03. 
Increasing the size of the roughness by using No. 60 carborundum grains 
produced an added increment in Mach number for attachment of about 0.03. 
These effects of roughness can be attributed to a simple spoiler action 
of the carborundum grains. 

Comparison of Conditions for Attachment and 

for Shock-Induced Separation 

The boundaries of angle of attack plotted against Mach number for 
transonic-flow attachment from figure 20(a) for NACA 64A-series airfoils 
of various thickness-chord ratios are shown in figure 26 together with 
the boundaries for shock-induced separation of the flow observed on these 
airfoils and obtained during the analysis for reference 19. These data 
and also the rough boundaries where the flow was observed in schlieren 
photographs to separate from the leading edge are presented in figure 27 
in a more conventional manner of angle of attack plotted against Mach 
number. This presentation is an approximation of normal-force coefficient 
plotted against Mach number, as indicated by figure 28. Angle of attack 
is used as a parameter since its range for schlieren photographs exceeds 
that of the aerodynamic force data (ref. 5). 

In figure 29 the aforementioned boundaries and some other pertinent 
data are presented separately for each airfoil of the four thicknesses. 
For all the airfOils, at a given angle of attack, transonic-flow attachment 
occurs with an increase in Mach number after leading-edge flow separation 
is established and is in accordance with previous discussions. For the 
6-percent-thick airfoil an unsteady-flow boundary, obtained by using the 
methods of reference 4 on the data of reference 20, shows that unsteady 
flows occur under the conditions of simple leading- edge flow separation 
or shock-induced separation at M ~ 0.8, as would be expected from ref
erence 4. The most important information provided by figure 29 is shown 
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for the NACA 64A004 airfoil at Mach numbers of approximately 0.75 and 
angles of attack between 40 to 60

. The data show that flow attachment 
occurs and is followed by an increase in Mach number before boundary
layer separation is produced by compression shocks. Similar behavior 
is shown by the data for the 6- to 9-percent-thick airfoils, although 
the transonic-flow attachment is weak. Data for an NACA 16-006 airfoil 
(fig. 30) also provide confirmation that shock-induced separation and 
leading-edge flow attachment are not necessarily related. At high angles 
of attack where the tendency for flow separation is great and the com
pression shocks are very strong, shock--boundary-layer interaction might 
have some effects. (See fig. 13.) Shock--boundary-layer interaction is 
stated to be a factor of possible influence on flow attachment in 
reference 21. 

Types of Flow Attachment 

An examination of many schlieren motion pictures of the flow past 
airfoils at constant angles of attack but with continuously changing Mach 
numbers showed variations in the flow behavior at attachment . The varia
tions extended from an abrupt change (fig. 31) through a gradual attach
ment (fig. 17 ) to an oscillatory attachment (figs. 32 and 33). Successive 
frames in the strips of motion-picture film are presented in figures 31 
to 34, and the computed change in Mach number between these successive 
frames is between 0.0001 and 0.0004. The abrupt attachment, as previously 
stated, brought about abrupt changes in normal force (fig. 5). The oscil
latory attachment observed over a range of Mach numbers was generally fol
lowed by an interval in speed wherein the position of the shock and the 
separation point on the airfoil surface moved back and forth (fig. 22) . 
The oscillatory attachment and the movement of the shock and separation 
point constitute unsteady flow conditions that are shown in reference 4 
to contribute to buffeting. 

A decrease in bluntness was observed in the photographs of flow for 
NACA 2-006 and 4-006 airfoils to cause an increase in the Mach number 
range of oscillatory attachment. Similar results were observed in the 
data for the NACA 0009-54 and 0009-64 airfoils as well as for the slab 
airfoils with leading edges of various fineness ratios. Data for the 
slab profiles (figs. 15 to 19) also showed that the increase in Mach num
ber range for oscillatory attachment was accompanied by a softening or a 
change to a more gradual type of attachment. The change was a result of 
the small chordwise extent of supersonic flow and of the slow rearward 
movement of the terminal shock. The differences observed on the profiles 
with 4:1 and 10:1 leading edges were small. The slab profiles have 
leading-edge-shape indexes between approximately 0.7 and 0 .2. (See 
table II.) 
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Although abrupt attachment occurred on the most blunt profile 
(leading-edge radius index of 0.7, fig. 15), it also occurred on the 
sharpest profile (leading-edge radius index 0, fig. 2). The change, 
therefore, from abrupt to oscillatory to gradual or weak attachment by 
either sharpening of blunt profiles or blunting of sharp profiles paral
lels the pattern of the strength of the phenomenon (figs. 24 and 25). 
The moderately shaped leading edge, conse~uently, appears to be benefi
cial, not only in minimizing both the probability of separation from the 
leading edge and strength of subse~uent transonic-flow attachment, but 
also in relieving the abruptness of the change and the violence of the 
oscillations. 

The data for the cambered airfoils (fig. 22) show that the Mach num
ber range for oscillatory attachment increased with angle of attack for 
any given profile. The range also increased with increases in positive 
design lift coefficient. The practical aerodynamic situation is exag
gerated in this comparison at fixed angles of attack. For a given lift 
coefficient and conse~uently lower angle of attack (ref. 5), cambered 
airfoils can encounter a more mild attachment than do the symmetrical 
or less-cambered airfoils. (See fig. 11 and ref. 20.) The increase 
in range at any given angle of attack is accompanied by a decrease of 
the Mach number at which the oscillations start. When the Mach number 
of attachment approaches 0.6, however, the attachment is either weak or 
of the gradual type (~ = 80 in fig. 22(a) and ~ = 100 in fig. 22(b)). 

These data (fig. 22) show that increases in the convexity of the 
surface for a given leading-edge shape have a strong influence on the 
increases for the Mach number range of oscillatory flow attachment. 
Data on symmetrical airfoils of the NACA 16-series having moderately 
shaped leading edges tend to confirm this result. The increase in 
thickness from 6 percent to 12 percent chord increased the surface con
vexity and tripled the range of oscillatory attachment. This behavior 
is similar to the movement of the shock and separation point along the 
surface of NACA 65A-series airfoils, as affected by the thickness. (See 
ref. 4.) Tests of two slab airfoils representing a threefold change in 
thickness-chord ratio but having the same leading-edge profile and sur
face curvature showed no effects of thickness on the oscillatory range. 

Explanation of Oscillatory Attachment 

When flow attachment starts, the air has a momentum component 
directed toward the surface of the model, as indicated by the over
expansion around the leading edge (fig. 32), and, momentarily, an unsep
arated flow can be established. The attachment produces a large increase 
in maximum local Mach number (figs. 6, 15, 16, and 18) that is accompanied 
by a corresponding increase in shock strength. The strong shock with the 
added influence of the surface curvature and the accompanying large back 
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pressure can cause the flow to separate, at least locally under the foot 
of the shock, and the influence can progress to the leading edge, possibly 
in an impulsive manner. The resulting separation causes the flow to revert 
to the initial condition of separated flow from the leading edge. With 
the influence of shock-induced separation spent and with the original con
ditions of reduced upwash and local supersonic flow still present, the 
cycle starts again with reattachment. The situation obviously represents 
an alternating unbalance between large pressure rises that exceed the 
large values required to separate a flow and small pressure rises that 
are too small to maintain a separated condition in the presence of a 
supersonic flow with its ability to flow around a corner. Interaction 
between shock and boundary layer is, thus, the major factor that contrib
utes to the oscillatory nature of attachments. 

Analysis of schlieren photographs and other data involving unsteady 
flows (for example, ref. 4) indicates that motion pictures at a rate of 
about 10,000 frames per second, with exposures of a few microseconds, 
would be needed to define completely the time history of 1 cycle of an 
oscillatory attachment. The available information, unfortunately, was 
limited to 300 frames per second. The photographs shown in figure 33, 
however, can provide information on the subject since the chordwise varia
tions in the height of the separation boundary above the chord line can be 
considered indicative of the variations with time in the angular extent of 
separation (angle of mixing boundary with reference to the airfoil at any 
given chordwise distance). 

The flow at the downstream edge of the photographs shown in figure 33 
was at the leading edge of the airfoil about 4 milliseconds prior to the 
time of exposure. In frames designated A-3, B-2, B-4, C-2, C-4, D-2, D-4, 
(note blank at C-3) of figure 33 the height of the separation boundary 
indicates that a large angular extent of separation existed at the leading 
edge about 3 milliseconds prior to the exposure. The abrupt decrease in 
the height of the boundary upstream indicates that the angular extent of 
separation was eliminated in approximately 0.1 millisecond. A comparison 
of the height of the boundaries above the forward part of the model in 
these frames with the boundary heights for complete separation (for exam
ple, frames A-l, B-1, and C-l) indicated that both the chordwise and 
angular extent of separation increased somewhat more slowly to the initial 
state. The results shown in figure 33 tend to confirm the explanation of 
unsteady-flow attachment based on dynamic considerations. 

The oscillatory attachment persists until the attitude of the airfoil 
or a component is changed, until the stream Mach number is increased so 
that either the back pressure or the shock strength is decreased, or until 
the shock is moved rearward on the airfoil to a position such that the 
accompanying separation cannot affect the flow at the leading edge. Flow
attachment oscillations then cease, but flow and shock oscillations on 
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the airfoil surface usually persist until additional changes occur in 
these same factors. 

Photographs of the flow past a 9-percent-thick airfoil having a 
30-percent-chord trailing-edge flap support the preceding deduction. 
At an angle of attack of 100 and at various flap deflections, oscil
lating attachment was observed as follows: 

Flap deflection Mach number range 

+80 (dOwn) 0.14 

00 .10 

_50 (up) .03 

Figure 34 illustrates the flows observed for the flap deflection 
of 80

• 

Flow Attachment in Three-Dimensional Flows 

The preceding discussion of transonic-flow attachment has been 
confined to the flow past two-dimensional airfoils. In order to examine 
possible effects of aspect ratio, a study was made of the flow past a 
body of revolution because this body can be considered to represent a 
model of very low aspect ratio. The body used was a cylinder which 
had a length approximately equal to the diameter. The cylinder was 
supported at the 00 angle of attack with the axis of the cylinder 
parallel to the free stream. The two ends were cut off perpendicular 
to the axis, and the edge of the forward end was rounded. The flow 
past this model was examined with the model in a smooth condition and 
with roughness on the rounded edge. The flow photographs in figure 35 
show that attachment occurred abruptly on this model. This same abrupt
ness was also observed for blunt airfoils. A comparison of figure 35(a) 
with figure 35(b) shows that roughness caused the Mach number for 
attachment to increase. This effect is the same as that obtained on 
the airfoils, although the Mach number increment produced by roughness 
is larger for the body of revolution. The results, in general, indicate 
that transonic-flow attachment is not a phenomenon confined to two
dimensional airfoils but can be encountered in three-dimensional flow 
as well. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Schlieren photographs have been compiled of the two-dimensional 
flow past 37 airfoils having variously shaped profiles, some of which 
are related and vary in thickness and camber. The data were analyzed 
to provide basic information on the flow changes involved in transonic
flow attachment, which is a transition from separated to unseparated flow 
at the leading edges of airfoils, and to determine factors affecting the 
flow change. 

The analysis, which is in agreement with previous results, shows 
that the flow attachment occurs because local regions of supersonic 
flow on the upper surface decrease the upwash in front of the model and 
because the forward extension of these supersonic-flow regions along 
the airfoil to the vicinity of the leading edge permits a supersonic 
type of expansion to ~ccur around the leading edge. The resulting 
expansion varies in extent from an expansion just sufficient to flow 
around moderately shaped leading edges to overexpansions requiring 
oblique shocks to redirect the flow along the surface of airfoils 
having blunt or sharp leading edges. The attachment occurs abruptly 
or in an oscillatory manner over a Mach number range when the leading 
eige is either too blunt or too sharp. The Mach number range for 
oscillatory attachment increases as the surface convexity of the air
foil is increased. Abrupt flow attachment can occur independently of 
shock--boundary-layer interaction. Shock--boundary-layer interaction, 
however, is the major factor that contributes to the oscillatory 
nature of attachments. 

A study of the flow past a blunt-nosed body of revolution shows 
that the transonic-flow attachment occurs also in three-dimensional 
flows. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., November 29, 1957. 
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TABLE I. - MODELS 

(a) Symmetrical NACA airfoils 

16-004 16-006 16-009 16-012 
63A009 

64A004 64A006 64A009 64 lAO 12 
65A004 65A006 65A009 

66-006 
0006-63 0009-44 
2-006 0009-54 
4-006 0009-64 

(b) Cambered NACA airfoils 

64A206 64A506 
16-206 16-506 
16-212 16-512 

(c) Miscellaneous shapes 

Leading-edge Location of 
maximum 

Model Profile shape or thickness, 
notation included 

angle percent 
chord 

6-W-3 6-percent-thick symmetrical wedge 11.40 30 
6-W-7 6-percent-thick symmetrical wedge 4.~ 70 
10-W- 5 10-percent-thick 11.40 50 

symmetrical wedge 
11.40 

13-W-6.6 10-percent-thick symmetrical 66 
wedge, trailing edge cut off 

11.40 
20-W-IO 20-percent-thick 100 

single wedge 
23.30 

6 - C- 3 6-percent-thick symmetrical 30 
circular arc 

6- C- 5 6-percent-thick symmetrical 13. 80 50 
circular arc 

6- C- 7 6-percent -thick symmetrical 9. 80 70 
circular arc 

1:1 2-percent-thick flat plate or 1:1 ellipse ---
s l ab 

4 :1 2-percent-thick flat plate or 4 :1 ellipse ---
slab 

10 :1 2-percent-thick flat plate or 10:1 ellipse ---
slab 

10 :1 6-percent-thick flat plate or 10:1 ellipse ---
slab 
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TABLE II. - LEADING-EDGE RADIUS INDEX AND TEST FACILITY 

Airfoil m1
/

2 Tested in facility Reference 
shown in figure -

16-004 0.140 l(d) Unpublished 
65A004 .158 l(b),(d) 4, Unpublished 
64A004 .163 1(0) 5 
16-006 .171 l(d) Unpublished 

16-206 .171 l(d) Unpublished 
16-506 .171 l(d) Unpublished 
66-006 .193 l(a) 1 
65A006 .195 l(b),(d) 4, Unpublished 

64A006 .202 l(b) 5, 20 
64A206 .202 1(0) 5, 20 
64A506 .202 l(b) 5, 20 
16-009 .210 l(b),(d) 4, Unpublished 

0009-44 .210 l(a), (b), (d) 18, Unpublished 
10:1 .224 l(c) 8 
65A009 .239 l(b),(d) 4, 5, Unpublished 
16-012 .242 l(d) Unpublished 

16-212 .242 l(d) Unpublished. 
16-512 .242 l(d) Unpublished 
64A009 .248 l(b) 5 
0006-63 .258 l(a) 1, 17 

63A009 .258 1(0) 5 
0009- 54 .260 l(a),(o),(d) 18, Unpublished 
641A012 .. 288 1(0) 5 
4-006 ·304 l(c),(d) Unpublished 

0009-64 ·315 l(a),(d) 18, Unpublished 
4:1 ·354 l(c) 8 
2-006 .366 l(c),(d) Unpublished 
1:1 ·707 l(c) 8 
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INDUCTION NOZZLE 

FIXED WALL---~ 

END PLATES AND 

PARALLEL LIGHT 

COLLIMATING LENS 

LIGHT SOURCE 

ri:""F:m..;iiiiii;;:::::;:;::::;i~- HIGH-PRESSURE AIR 

FLEXIBLE WALL 

CONDENSING LENS 

CAMERA 

KNIFE EDGE 

WALL - ADJUSTING 
SCREWS 

SCREENS OVER 
TUNNEL ENTRANCE 

-------AIR FLOW 

(a) Langley rectangular high-speed . tunnel. 

Figure 1.- Two-dimensional-flow test facilities. 
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InductIOn let --

Transition cone 

End-pla t e assembly 

Pressure 

~qUO"lonq duct 

) 

NACA TN 4204 

Compressed-aor " 

EXit cone 

A,rtali model 

NOlzle block 

Entrance co 

L-'751'7'7 
(b) Langley 4- by 19-inch semiopen tunnel. Induction version. 

Figure 1.- Continued. 
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Induction jet 

Transition cone 

End-plate assembly 

Pressure
equalizing duel 

Settling chamber 

Air-supply manifold 

/ 

Diffuser 

Compressed-air line 

Vanable- area throat 

Exit cone 

Airfoil model 

olzle block 

Entrance cone 

L-83293· 1 
(c) Langley 4- by 19-inch semiopen tunnel. Blowdown version. 

Figure 1.- Continued. 
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(d) Langley airfoil test apparatus. General view. L-57-599 

Figure 1.- Continued. 
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(e) Langley airfoil test apparatus. 

CD Sonic nozzle block 
.2) Slotted wall 
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@) Ouler window 

® oucl connecflng plenum chambers 

(6 ) Reentrant flow fairing 
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L-57-598 
Test-section details. 

Figure 1.- Concluded . 
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(a) M = 0 . 50 . (b) M = 0 . 70 . 

(c) M = 0.72. (d) M = 0.75. 

(e) M = 0.77. (f) M = 0.80. 

L-57 -2l6l 
Figure 2 .- Development of transonic -flow attachment on a 6 -W- 7 airfoil . 

a, = 5 . 50 • 
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6-W-3 6-W-7 

6-C-3 6-C-5 

6-C-7 

L-57-2l62 
Figure 3.- Flow attachment on various supersonic- type profiles . 

a = 40
; M = 0 .83 . 

27 
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6 -C-3 

NACA 66 -006 

NACA 0006 -63 

M = 0 . 60 . M = 0 .80 . (a) (b) 
L-57-2165 

Figure 4.- Effect of leading- edge shape on flow . ~ = 40 • 
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Mf ~ 
~ (\,"I..,"<:l"j~ " 

~r!/4£" 
.70 

.6$ . 70 
. 60 .60 

1 . 6 .------.------r------,-----, 

I 
I 
I 

--Upper surface 

/" 

/-----Lower surface 

o L-____ ~ ____ -L ____ ~ ____ ~ 

o 50 100 

\ -:---Flow f i eld 
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I 

o 50 

Chor dwise station, per cent c 

M 0· 70 M = 0. 80 

L-57-2163 
Figure 6.- Details of flow before and after attachment . ~ = 40. 
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L-49753· l 
Figure 7.- Photograph of flow nea r leading edge. Enlargement from figure 2( e ) . 
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(a) M = 0.65. (b) M = 0.83. 
L-57-2164 

Figure 9. - Variation in flow attachment with angle of attack on a wedge 
airfoil (6-W-3). 
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Figure 11.- Concluded . 
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Figure 12 .- Flow past cambered airfoils . ~ = 0°, L-73049.1 
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a = 8° 

a = 100 

L- 57- 4404 .1 
Figure 13 .- Change in leading-edge flow att achment with angle of attack. 

NACA 64A006 air foil; M = 0 . 75 . 
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NACA 6$A004 alrrol1 
a = 40 

NACA 65A006 alrrol1 

Ii = 1. 00 

Ii = 0 . 85 

Ii = 0 . 80 

Ii = 0 . 75 

L-57-4403· 1 
Figure 14 .- The decay in expansion around the leading edge at high 

Mach numbers. 
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M 0.79 M = 0.80 

(a) 1:1 leading edge . 

M 0.70 M 0.75 

M 0.77 M = 0.80 

(b) 4 :1 leading edge . 

L-86435 

Figure 17. - Effects of leading- edge shape of slab airfoil on flow at 
t ransonic- flow attachment . ~ = 80

• 
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~.6.-________________ , 
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L-57-4446 
F igure 18. - Flow past a slab airfoil having a 10:1 leading edge 

illustrat i ng gradual flow attachment. a = 80 . 
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Figure 19 .- Flow past a slab airfoil having a 10:1 leading edge . ~ = 4° . 
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